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Chapter 1711 

1711 game 

“Of course I’ll help you.” 

Fu ya could clearly hear her own heartbeat. 

Of course I’ll help you to get my little Tao Tao back. 

“But I can’t give up on Xi ‘er either.” 

However, long qingru’s next words almost froze the smile on Fuya’s face. 

“Everything that belongs to me and Wei Shi can only be left to my Xi ‘er.” 

Long qingru narrowed her eyes dangerously. She didn’t hide her ruthlessness in front of her best friend. 

“I won’t let go of anyone who wants to covet it!” 

Fuya’s heart sank. Although she knew that long qingru was not referring to herself, she still felt afraid 

and guilty ... 

.................. 

Lin Hanxing only saw Fuya’s message in the morning. 

Long Xi ‘er was long qingru’s only daughter. Even if she was no longer of any value, it would be akin to 

cutting her heart if her mother gave up on her. 

Then she would help to start a fire. 

It was only breakfast time, but the entire forty-nine city was once again occupied by news of long Xi ‘er. 

In addition to the campus violence, some people had dug out the interest Network behind her, and even 

the entire long family and PU family were not spared. 

The news that long qingru was not elder Long’s biological daughter but an adopted daughter also 

exploded in the capital. 

Initially, this news was only spread within a small circle. Not many people knew the inside story. 

However, when this piece of news was spread along with long Xi ‘er’s news, word of mouth spread. 

Soon, everyone in the capital knew about it. 

The PU group’s stock price took a heavy hit as soon as it opened, falling to the limit in a short time. 

The noble ladies who had tried to befriend long qingru in the past also began to try their best to draw a 

clear line, for fear of being implicated. After all, long Xi ‘er’s incident was still brewing, and the impact 

was too great. No one wanted to get themselves into trouble at this time. 

Lin Hanxing’s move was equivalent to tearing off the layers of gold that long qingru had put on her for so 

many years and returning her to her original form. 
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“Ninth young lady, someone from Shang clan has come.” 

Bai Xi walked over to Lin Hanxing and said in a low voice. 

Lin Hanxing hummed, meaning to let him in. 

Lei Xiao had been at home for the past two days. He did not know if it was because he was in a good 

mood, but he ordered someone to purchase a batch of seasonal green plants and handed them over to 

the Butler to assign people to re-divide the courtyard. In a short time, it looked as if it had been 

renewed. 

Birds were chirping and flowers were blooming. 

When Shang Yan Yong arrived, Lin Hanxing was playing with a Falcon hanging on the Osmanthus tree. 

His slender white fingers were a sharp contrast to the fierce Falcon, and when it saw someone 

approaching, its eyes were fierce as if it wanted to tear the other party apart. 

It was truly brutal. 

“Be obedient.” 

Lin Hanxing reached out and patted the Falcon’s head. 

“Miss Lin.” 

Shang yanyong’s friend’s property was also nearby, but even so, when he entered the redecorated 

courtyard house, he couldn’t help but Marvel in his heart. 

long qingru contacted a group of marketing accounts and posted about the imposters who came to the 

long family with the token. She also hired a water Army to spread the news. I’m afraid it’s in preparation 

for the appraisal in the next two days. 

Lin Hanxing chuckled when he heard this. 

Shang yanyong couldn’t see any useful information from her face. She was so shrewd at such a young 

age, and he couldn’t underestimate her when he thought about all the news about her in Jiang city and 

G country. 

He wasn’t afraid of long qingru, but he was afraid that she didn’t know how to seize the opportunity. 

“Very good,” he said. 

Lin Hanxing’s gaze fell on Shang yanyong’s face, and the Falcon shot into the air in the next second, 

soaring high and circling in the sky. 

The ear-piercing sound of the engine resounded through the sky. 

Even Shang Yan Yong was stunned by this scene. 

“Has Shang Jun been well-behaved these two days?” 

Lin Hanxing gestured to the person opposite him and sat down at the other end of the stone table. 

“He ...” 



At the mention of Shang Jun, Shang yanyong could not help but sigh. 

He did not know what kind of magic potion long Xi ‘er had given his nephew. Why did he like her so 

much? Shang Jun didn’t believe it no matter how his parents told him that long qingru had something to 

do with his deliberately broken leg. 

He only felt that this was all Lin Hanxing’s scheme! 

The Butler served the tea. 

Apart from the teapot and two teacups, there was also a small wine cup. 

Lin Hanxing saw his expression and already knew what was going on. He smiled nonchalantly and 

reached out for the teapot to fill the cups in front of them. 

“Silly people have silly luck, it’s pretty good.” 

“......” 

Even with Lin Hanxing’s words, Shang yanyong still didn’t dare to relax. He was really afraid that Shang 

Jun would do something again, and he wouldn’t even be able to protect his other leg. 

when you go back, tell him that I will do my best to help Shang clan confront the PU family in this land 

competition. He will naturally pass this message to long qingru. 

Lin Hanxing added unhurriedly. 

“......” 

... 

Shang yanyong felt that he couldn’t keep up with the other party’s train of thought. 

“I know.” 

What had happened in the four-nine city these two days was more like a game between the two sides. 

Although PU Weishi and long qingru seemed to be at a temporary disadvantage, it was hard to 

guarantee that they wouldn’t make a comeback on the day of the appraisal, not to mention the news 

that long qingru had released today ... 

Shang Yan Yong’s gaze was dark. 

“Mr Shang, have you ever heard of the story of a civet cat exchanging for a Crown Prince?” 

The bird’s cry resounded once more. Although Lin Hanxing’s words were directed at Shang yanyong, he 

didn’t even look at him. The moment he raised his arm, the diving falcon landed firmly on his slender 

arm. 

Shang Yan Yong was shocked. 

The claws of a Falcon were extremely sharp, and any prey that it targeted could be torn apart in mid-air. 

Wouldn’t it cut his arm if he let it stand up just like that? 

However, the truth was completely different from what he had imagined. 



The Falcon retracted its claws the moment it stood up. This was a tacit understanding that they had 

developed over the years. The Falcon affectionately rubbed its head against Lin Hanxing’s ear and let out 

two low cries. 

“You’re the only glutton.” 

... 

Lin Hanxing chuckled as he poured the hard liquor into the small wine cup. The Falcon immediately 

jumped onto the table and lowered its head to drink. This action finally solved the doubt in Shang 

yanyong’s heart. Why did the Butler add an extra small wine cup when he brought the tea? 

This Falcon actually loved to drink? 

“Naturally, I’ve heard of it.” 

Remembering that he had forgotten to answer, Shang yanyong hurriedly replied. 

Could it be that this girl was reminding her that long qingru and this Pu Wei would use this method to 

deal with her at the appraisal conference? 

Very quickly, the cup was empty. 

Lin Hanxing immediately refilled the Falcon’s second cup, his fair fingers playing with the Falcon’s small 

head, his actions seemingly nonchalant. 

if the tanuki can be exchanged for the Crown Prince, the Crown Prince will naturally exchange for the 

tanuki ... 

As he spoke, Lin Hanxing looked at Shang yanyong with a smile. 

Shang yanyong was stunned. 

Lin Hanxing was not prepared to explain anything. She grabbed some fish food and threw it into the 

artificial pool not far away. All kinds of koi fish swam in her direction. 

“Don’t you agree?” 

Chapter 1712 

1712 focus 

On the day of the appraisal. 

A large number of media reporters had already received the news in advance, and they had even rushed 

to the National paternity testing center before the person involved. The person doing the test here 

today was Lin xiaojiu, who had recently caused a heated discussion in the capital! 

It was also today that they would officially reveal whether she was elder Long’s true son. 

This had been the biggest mystery in the four nine city for a while now. Furthermore, Lin xiaojiu’s 

arrogant behavior had angered the public the moment she landed in the capital. Almost everyone was 
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hoping that the results of her test would not be satisfactory. After all, without the protection of elder 

long and the long family, it was only a matter of time before she was beaten down. 

A water ... Water Dog? 

When the Mercedes Benz Maybach S600s appeared in order in front of people, they could not help but 

have the same question. 

The black bulletproof glass was like a beast that could easily devour a person. It was highly bulletproof, 

giving people a strong visual feast. When all the cars stopped at the entrance of the identification Center 

at exactly the right angle, they felt a shiver that would only appear when they watched The Godfather 

series movies. 

Lin Hanxing and Lei Xiao were currently sitting in the car that was parked in the center of the road. 

“It’s rare to see such a lively scene.” 

Lei Xiao’s thin lips moved slightly, and his gaze fell outside the car window. There was a dense crowd of 

people standing at the entrance of the paternity testing center, not to mention the numerous media 

reporters, all armed with cameras, as if they were just waiting for them to appear. 

“Don’t you think it’s been lively enough recently?” 

Lin Hanxing pretended to be surprised, his almond-shaped eyes widened, and Lei min’s eyes darkened. 

“You changed your perfume?” 

He suddenly brought up a completely unrelated topic, but he moved closer to her neck and sniffed it. 

“A dog’s nose,” 

She had indeed changed to a sour plum perfume today because she was in a good mood. This was a new 

one that Madam Lei had sent to her, saying that it was one of the top cosmetics brands under the Lei 

Corporation that had not yet been released. 

“Long qingru and PU Weishi came long ago.” 

Lei Xiao said in a deep voice, his gaze falling on the slightly curly long hair behind her back. That gaze 

was just like the one they had when they reunited on the cruise ship after many years, dark and deep. 

“You’ve waited for so long, can you not come earlier?” 

As soon as Lin Hanxing’s voice fell, Lei Xiao raised his hand and touched the hair by her ear. When she 

came back to her senses, a Jade hairpin with a tassel at the end was inserted into her hair. It swayed 

with her movements. 

“It’s nice.” 

He said. 

Lin Hanxing laughed. 



It wasn’t like the fake smile he had when facing others. It was like the spring water and the spring 

Forest, so beautiful that people couldn’t take their eyes off it. 

The scene inside the carriage could not be seen from the outside, but the anxiety of the people outside 

could be clearly transmitted into the carriage. 

“Why are you frowning?” 

Liang yuran looked expressionlessly at Jiang Xibao, who was looking out with a bitter and hateful 

expression. His voice was deep and cold, as if it had frozen into ice. From the moment he got on the car, 

this short Wintermelon had been angry like a pufferfish, rubbing his fists and wiping his palms. 

“I’m angry!” 

He asked and Jiang Xibao answered. 

“What are you angry about?” 

Liang yuran asked again. 

“This group of people are full of bad ideas and only want to bully ninth young lady.” 

Jiang Xibao retracted his gaze and turned to look at Liang yuran angrily. She could imagine that these 

people were waiting to see ninth Miss Make a fool of herself, or they were planning how to make ninth 

miss a fool of herself. 

Bully Lin Hanxing? 

Liang yuran remained silent. 

The outsiders who could bully her might not even have the time to reincarnate. 

Gulp gulp gulp ... 

The sound was coming from Jiang Xibao’s stomach. 

“I’m so angry that I’m hungry.” 

Xi Bao rubbed his belly with an aggrieved expression. 

A piece of osmanthus cake was brought to her mouth. Jiang Xibao subconsciously turned his head, and 

his lips gently brushed against Liang yuran’s fingers. 

Chapter 1713 

1713 I didn’t, you’re talking nonsense 

“You just kissed me.” 

Liang yuran only felt that his fingers were burning, but he still pretended to be cold and calm. 

“I didn’t. You’re talking nonsense.” 

Jiang Xibao was chewing sweet osmanthus cake in his mouth and his eyes were as big as the squirrel’s. 

However, this time, he was not angry, but scared. 
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The only thing that was missing was ‘don’t touch me’ written all over his face. 

“......” 

Liang yuran was a little angry. 

Perhaps it was because his emotions were too obvious, Jiang Xibao wanted to say something but 

stopped. 

“Just say what you want to say.” 

Looking at her wandering eyes, Liang yuran’s heart felt even more stifled. 

“Can I have another piece?” 

Jiang Xibao pointed at the box of Osmanthus cakes that Liang yuran had brought with him and asked 

carefully. 

“......” 

“......” 

They stared at each other. 

Liang yuran was amused, both angry and amused. 

“Eat, eat.” 

In her eyes, he was probably not even as good as this box of Osmanthus cakes. Realizing this, Liang 

yuran pressed his hand between his eyebrows. 

What a headache. 

Lin Hanxing and Lei Xiao’s car suddenly moved. The moment the door opened, it attracted everyone’s 

attention. Once they moved, the doors of the other cars opened as well. All of this happened in silence. 

The two of them got out of the car together. 

As soon as Lin Hanxing’s feet touched the ground, his cold, winter-like eyes quickly fixed on a certain 

spot. 

It was a black Benz. 

The car window was closed, but Lin Hanxing could feel the eyes of the person sitting in the car staring at 

him. The eyes were burning with hatred, and he could feel it even from a distance. 

Lin Hanxing smiled. 

The window of the other car rolled down slowly. Long qingru was indeed sitting inside. 

The two people’s gazes collided in mid-air, and sparks flew. 

Yingluo, just you wait. 



Lin Hanxing clearly saw long qingru open her mouth and say these three words. It was soundless and 

only the shape of her mouth could be seen, but it was enough to express her hatred. 

I’ll be waiting. 

Today, they would see who would win. 

Long qingru also got off the carriage with PU Weishi. 

People from several parties had already arrived, which made the media waiting at the door particularly 

excited. They couldn’t wait to pick up the equipment in their hands and record all the images. They were 

just waiting for the final results to come out. They had even prepared sensational headlines for the two 

completely different results. 

If the test results showed that Lin xiaojiu was a fake ... 

Or perhaps the results were true ... 

Either way, one of them would make a fool of herself today! 

In the hall of the paternity testing center, it was also very lively today. Yue Guanqian, elder Yue, elder 

Zheng, and the others who had received the news had been waiting there for a long time. They sat 

together with elder Yan and elder long. Just these four mountains were enough to make the people in 

the paternity testing center break out in cold sweat. 

Not to mention that not long ago, a group of people from the confidential unit had walked in and 

guarded the entire paternity testing center tightly. Not to mention reporters, even a fly couldn’t fly in. 

The staff on duty today were all the most experienced staff members in the Assessment Center. At this 

time, they were in the office handing in their mobile phones and other communication devices, making 

the most rigorous preparations. 

The higher-ups had repeatedly issued orders to ensure that there would be no accidents during the 

appraisal. 

Everyone was busy with the appraisal today. 

Long qingru held Pu Wei Shi’s hand and walked towards the door of the Assessment Center. She was 

dressed elegantly and appropriately, and no one could pick out any mistakes. Even Pu Wei Shi was the 

same. When they came to the door, they even nodded to the staff of the confidential unit who had 

taken him away. 

Lin Hanxing and his men followed closely behind, looking relaxed. 

The warm wind blew on everyone’s hearts, delivering the sour plum Candy’s smell, which made people’s 

hearts tremble in this season. 

Yes, it smelled very good. 

“Miss Lin ...” 

Suddenly, long qingru opened her mouth at the door. 



Lin Hanxing stopped in his tracks. Bai Xi and the others behind him looked at long qingru vigilantly, but 

that was all. After all, Lin Hanxing had not given them any instructions. 

today’s event is of great importance. I’m sure everyone here has some doubts. In order to give an 

explanation to the public, I have something to discuss with you. What do you think? ” 

“Speak.” 

Lin Hanxing had a slight smile on his face, like a Pear Blossom blooming on a branch. His eyes were 

bright and clear, as if he could see through all the dirt in the world. 

“We’ll each pick five reporters, so we’ll bring a total of ten people in. What do you think?” 

Although she asked this question, the provocation in long qingru’s eyes clearly said,’do you dare?’. 

... 

A single stone caused a thousand ripples. 

Everyone’s eyes were focused on Lin Hanxing’s face. 

The heat in his eyes was obvious. 

“Why can’t I?” 

Lin Hanxing replied. 

The media went into a frenzy and crowded forward as if to attract the attention of the two. It was 

obvious that today’s appraisal contest would not end well, and it was precisely because of this that it 

was even more exciting. 

Who didn’t like to watch a show? 

Fu ya followed long qingru quietly, her eyes sweeping over her hand that was holding PU Weishi’s. Her 

eyes darkened a little, but quickly returned to normal. No one could tell that something was wrong. 

He looked up and met Lin Hanxing’s eyes for a second. 

Lin Hanxing randomly picked five media reporters from the crowd and they all looked happy. Long 

qingru saw that she was so happy and sneered in her heart. She also picked five. 

Since she was so straightforward, he naturally wouldn’t be embarrassed. 

... 

The reporters from the 10 media outlets were excited, while those who were not selected hung their 

heads in dejection. For a moment, the atmosphere at the scene became somewhat strange. It was at 

this time that the shop owners arrived. 

Recently, the matter of Shang yanyong and PU Weishi fighting for the right to develop the same 

mountain area had caused an uproar in the capital. What was the meaning of the Shang family’s arrival? 



With this doubt in mind, everyone watched as Shang yanyong walked to Lin Hanxing’s side, covered his 

mouth with his hand, and said something. They quickly separated, but just these few seconds were 

enough to make people confused. 

Long qingru sneered in her heart. 

She clenched her fingers slightly at the thought of the text message that Shang Jun had sent her. 

If Lin Hanxing wanted to use the X group and Lei Xiao’s Lei group to go against Wei Shi, it might not be 

impossible. Last night, she had analyzed the value of this mountain with PU and Wei Shi. Even if it was to 

fight for her anger, she had to get it. 

Didn’t Lin xiaojiu think that he was powerful? 

She was going to fight with her with all her might! 

“Since you’ve already chosen your people, let’s go in.” 

Lin Hanxing didn’t seem to see the malice in long qingru’s eyes. She turned her head slightly, and the 

tassels of her hair accessories that hung down naturally swayed by her ear, which was beautiful and eye-

catching. 

The security guard of the Assessment Center had never seen such a situation before. He took out his 

magnetic card and swiped it on the door, and the glass door slowly opened. 

Long qingru gave Lin Hanxing a sidelong glance and walked inside with her back straight. 

She was always like this. 

He had to fight for first place in everything. 

Chapter 1714 

1714 You come, I go 

The group of people walked into the identification Center in a grandiose manner. 

The two glass doors that had just opened closed behind them, blocking all the curious gazes from the 

outside world. 

Lin Hanxing and long qingru walked forward without looking at each other. The others followed behind 

them. No one spoke, and only the sound of their footsteps on the cold marble floor echoed. 

The 10 reporters and their team held their breaths and followed behind them. They didn’t know if it was 

their illusion, but they had the illusion that war drums were beating in silence. 

The paternity testing center was on the seventh floor. 

Elder long and the others had already taken the elevator up. 

The elevator’s metal door opened with a ding. 

Long qingru said something to PU Weishi in a low voice and went into the elevator first. Her eyes fell on 

Lin Hanxing’s face, both provoking and inviting. 
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No one moved. 

Long qingru also kept pressing the elevator button. 

Lin Hanxing chuckled mysteriously and let go of Lei Xiao’s hand, then walked in. 

He turned around and stood facing the elevator with long qingru. 

The elevator door slowly closed. 

The reporters had already captured this historical scene with their cameras at their fastest speed. 

“Mr. Ley, we’ll wait for the next trip.” 

PU Weishi calmly said to Lei Xiao beside him. This young man who could already control the economic 

lifeline had a bone-chilling appearance in front of anyone other than Lin Hanxing. Even when he heard it, 

he only gave a cold hum. 

The scene was extremely cold. 

Inside the elevator. 

The bright and clean metal walls of the elevator clearly reflected their expressions. 

The red prompts representing the floor level were stacking up. 

Lin Hanxing and long qingru didn’t say anything. Perhaps they didn’t think it was necessary to say 

anything now since there were too many blood grudges between them. 

They reached the seventh floor very quickly. 

The moment the elevator’s metal door opened, everyone on the seventh floor, who had been waiting 

for a fight, turned their eyes in unison. 

Long qingru left the elevator first. 

When he walked past Lin Hanxing, he bumped into her lightly with his shoulder. His expression was cold 

and arrogant, and he did not even look at Lin Hanxing. 

“Dad, I’m here.” 

Even though so many things had happened before, long qingru’s expression in front of elder long could 

still be said to be impeccable. There was no flaw in her resentment, and her smile was sincere. 

Lin Hanxing walked out of the elevator. As he walked towards the group of people, he flicked his finger 

on the shoulder that long qingru had just hit. 

When she did this, she did not avoid the eyes of others. 

Long qingru saw Lin Hanxing’s movements. The smile on her face remained unchanged, but her hand 

that was hanging by her side suddenly clenched. Without a sound, a broken nail fell on the floor. 



Elder Yan, who was standing next to elder long, watched Lin Hanxing walk over from the distance. His 

eyes were burning. He felt as if his long-cherished wish of many years was finally going to be fulfilled 

today. He was just waiting for today to pass ... 

“Grandpa, granduncle, elder Yue, elder Zheng ...” 

Lin Hanxing greeted them one by one. 

Long qingru sneered in her heart. Maternal granduncle? 

After today’s appraisal, she would like to see how Lin Hanxing would still have the face to say those 

words. 

Ms. Long invited me to select ten reporters to witness today’s test results. I agree. 

Hearing this, elder Yue and elder Zheng looked at long qingru at the same time. Their eyes were deep. 

They had come today to support this girl because they were worried that there would be an accident 

during the appraisal. 

Just as he was thinking, the elevator opened again and Lei Xiao and the others appeared. 

Chapter 1715 

1715 A trick 

The reporters who couldn’t wait for the elevator had already rushed up the stairs with their equipment. 

He was panting. 

Elder Long’s expression was obviously displeased when he saw the reporters. Even the atmosphere 

around him was frozen. People from his generation were not willing to use public resources to publicize 

their family affairs. 

“Dad, this matter has blown up so much, there has to be an explanation.” 

“What do you want me to explain?” 

Elder Long’s face turned even gloomier after hearing long qingru’s words. 

there are many different opinions outside. For the sake of miss Lin’s future, the most direct and 

convenient way is to announce the results of the appraisal to the public. 

Long qingru smiled at Lin Hanxing as she spoke. 

“As long as Ms. Long doesn’t regret it.” 

Lin Hanxing returned the smile. From an outsider’s point of view, the two of them seemed to have a 

harmonious relationship, but behind the smile, there was a hostility that was about to see blood. 

The reporters didn’t even dare to breathe loudly at first, but they only heaved a sigh of relief when the 

dust settled. 

They couldn’t afford to offend any one of these people! 
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The head of the paternity testing center swiped his card and walked out of the glass door. He was so 

excited to see elder long that his whole body could not stop trembling. According to his identity, he 

would never have had any contact with such an old leader in his life. 

“Why are you shaking?” 

Looking at the coy way the other party greeted him while shaking, elder Zheng’s voice was as loud as a 

Bell, so loud that people’s ears were trembling. 

“I, I’m happy, I’m nervous ...” 

The leader of the identification Center was speaking incoherently, and the eyes of the others were 

attracted to this side. Naturally, they didn’t notice that long qingru’s eyes met with a staff member 

behind the glass door, and then quickly moved away. 

“Alright, hurry up and start.” 

Elder long waved his hand vigorously. His brows were tightly furrowed, but he did not have the intention 

to chase the reporters away. 

Fu ya followed long qingru, pretending to be calm, but her fingers were trembling slightly. 

She was very nervous. 

Thinking of what was about to happen, Fuya was so nervous that her intestines began to ache. She was 

afraid that one wrong step would affect the whole situation. 

The group of people followed the head of the Assessment Center inside. 

Due to today’s special situation, all reservations for that day had been canceled. At this time, the 

sterilized identification Center took on a new look. The table was clean, and the staff who were ready to 

draw blood stood at the side with a toolbox. 

“We need to collect blood samples,” 

The leader explained to elder long with a smile on his face. 

Elder long immediately removed her coat and rolled up her sleeves. 

Before the reporters could even catch their breath, they quickly picked up their equipment and aimed it 

at elder Long’s ... Arm. 

Only the heavens knew that they would not dare to post anything even if they were to take a picture of 

elder Long’s face without the permission of the higher-ups. However, even a simple clap was enough to 

make their peers waiting downstairs extremely jealous. After all, they had been selected from hundreds 

of media outlets. They could be said to be the chosen ones! 

Lin Hanxing also took off his jacket, and Lei Xiao took it naturally. The two of them looked at each other 

and smiled, an invisible tacit understanding was released from their smiles. 

She rolled up her sleeves, revealing her white arms and the fine blue veins. 

This was to make it easier to collect blood. 



The staff member from the identification Center who was drawing blood for Lin Hanxing seemed to be a 

little nervous. The needle was stuck twice and it was a little off. The air pressure on Lei Xiao’s side was 

obviously lower by a few degrees. The more it was so, the more nervous the other party was. 

“I’ll do it.” 

A slightly cold hand took over the blood vessel. Before anyone could react, the needle had already 

pierced into the blood vessel in the back of the arm, shocking everyone. 

On the other hand, Lin Hanxing, who was personally operating it, did not have any expression on his 

face. He used one hand to slowly draw out the bright red blood, not even blinking. 

“You know how to pull it out, right?” 

Lin Hanxing raised his head and smiled at the staff member. His good-tempered appearance made it 

impossible for the reporters to associate the person in front of them with the female Rakshasa who had 

broken Shang Jun’s leg outside the Jinghua Palace a few days ago. 

“Yes, I will!” 

The staff member quickly pulled out the blood collection device with Lin Hanxing’s blood, his fingers 

trembling slightly. 

Long qingru just kept smiling the whole time, without much change in her expression. 

The two tubes of blood were sent to the test room at the back after being labeled by the staff. 

“Normally, it would take a few days, but we’ve treated it urgently today. The results should be out in an 

hour and a half.” 

The head of the paternity test center smiled and asked someone to serve the tea that had already been 

prepared. 

“Thank you,” he said. 

Lin Hanxing replied with a smile. 

“Don’t move,” 

Lei Xiao’s deep voice was mixed with displeasure. His large palm held her pale arm, pressing hard on the 

area where her blood had just been drawn. Lin Hanxing’s skin was the easiest to bruise, and Lei Xiao’s 

brows were tightly locked. 

Lin Hanxing and Lei Xiao’s hands were tightly clasped under the table. In a corner that no one else 

noticed, her fingertips seemed to unintentionally brush across his palm. With just a few strokes, the two 

looked at each other and returned to normal. 

The waiting time was always long. 

Time passed by. 



On the other hand, elder Zheng, who was the closest to Lin Hanxing, kept on chattering. He did not 

forget to ask his service staff to bring up the snacks that had been prepared long ago and eagerly asked 

her to eat more. 

“Look at this girl, she’s so skinny that I’m flustered.” 

... 

Elder Zheng shook his head as he spoke. He wished he could bring his own kitchen over to feed her. 

He looked at Lei Xiao with a condemning gaze. 

“......” 

The Thunder valiant beast was smart enough to remain silent, allowing the condemning look to 

randomly drift across his face. 

Although elder Yue didn’t say anything, he still took out a packet of milk candy from his pocket and 

pushed it in front of Lin Hanxing. 

“......” 

Alright. 

Elder long coughed dryly and frowned at elder Zheng and elder Yue. His granddaughter had to be 

remembered by these two old men! 

Long qingru was fiddling with her fingers. She said something to Fuya beside her and even smiled in a 

good mood. She did not look like her daughter, long Xi ‘er, was suffering at all. Instead, she looked like 

she was on vacation. 

Elder Yan’s eyes had been fixed on long qingru. 

He knew many things, so long qingru’s current state was definitely abnormal. 

... 

“Uncle, what’s wrong?” 

As if she had sensed his gaze, long qingru looked at elder long with a bright smile. There was no flaw in 

her exquisite makeup. 

The moment she spoke, the others naturally stopped. 

Lin Hanxing raised his head and looked at long qingru. The other party’s face was full of innocence, but 

both of them knew that today’s matter had just begun. As for who would win, it would naturally be up 

to their own abilities. 

“You’re in a good mood.” 

Elder Yan said in a low voice, which made long qingru laugh. 

if miss Lin is really of the long family’s blood, I’ll naturally be happy for father. This is something that I’ve 

been looking forward to for many years ... 



Long qingru’s voice was gentle and soothing. 

“But ...” 

As expected. 

Lin Hanxing chuckled in his heart. 

No matter how many beautiful words were said, it was just to pave the way for these two words. 

“If the results of the test are not satisfactory, I hope that miss Lin will know what it means to clean up 

the mess yourself.” 

‘You’ve been causing such a huge commotion these days. Haha, Lin xiaojiu, I really want to see how 

you’re going to die!’ 

Chapter 1716 

1716 The results of the appraisal 

The tense atmosphere made the reporters present break out in cold sweat. 

Although they were still smiling, everyone could feel the cold knife randomly stabbing them in the back, 

and each stab was bloody. 

After long qingru finished speaking, she looked at Lin Hanxing, but the latter did not seem to care about 

her at all. He reached out to pick up a piece of pastry and fed it to Lei Xiao, not even sparing her a 

glance. 

“......” 

The scene was a little ugly. 

Long qingru subconsciously clenched her fingers, and after a slight click, another nail that had just been 

trimmed broke in her palm. 

“Hey, did you say something just now?” 

Seeing that everyone’s eyes were on him, Lin Hanxing casually wiped his hands with a tissue and smiled, 

pretending to be confused. 

“......” 

“......” 

As long as you’re happy. 

The reporters ‘hearts were itching even more. If they did not record such a famous confrontation and 

announce it to the public, they would be letting the public down, but ... 

They didn’t dare! 
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In the blink of an eye, the one and a half hour time limit was about to be up. Everyone’s expression 

became nervous, especially the group of reporters. Initially, they would occasionally whisper to each 

other, but now, they were all silent. 

From time to time, she looked in the direction of the staff member who had left with the blood sample. 

In fact, most of the people already had an answer in their hearts when they saw elder Long’s attitude 

toward Lin Hanxing. They also treated today’s appraisal as a mere formality, but they still held the 

thought of ‘just in case’ in their hearts. 

The door opened. 

Everyone’s eyes turned to look at each other. 

The person who came out with the test results was specially sent by the confidential unit to supervise. 

At this time, everyone’s eyes were focused on his hands, and everyone’s hearts were in their throats. 

“The results of the appraisal are out.” 

The leader of the Assessment Center came out with him. At this time, he was sweating profusely and his 

face was pale. He seemed to be thinking about something, but when he looked at Lin Hanxing, his eyes 

flickered. 

He wanted to say something but stopped. 

“Since the results of the test are out, let’s quickly announce it.” 

Long qingru said with a smile, but Fuya knew that she couldn’t wait any longer, because her hand was 

being held tightly by long qingru. She was holding it so tightly that she almost felt pain from breathing 

out. 

Although they already knew the result, Bai Xi and the others who were standing behind Lin Hanxing still 

held their breaths. 

Bai Xi and Jiang Xibao didn’t know why, but they were inexplicably nervous. 

The leader of the Assessment Center glanced in elder Long’s direction again. He was also hesitant to 

speak. 

“If you have something to say, just say it! You’re so sneaky!” 

Elder long said in a deep voice. She was angry when she saw the leader of the identification Center’s 

expression. 

“Elder long, I suggest that we let the reporters leave first.” 

The head of the paternity testing center, who had already seen the test results, asked tentatively. The 

moment he heard this, the reporters, who had already perked up their ears, became even more excited! 

There was a chance! 

Something must have happened! 



Elder Yan’s brows furrowed, and elder Yue and elder Zheng looked at each other before subconsciously 

looking in Lin Hanxing’s direction. 

She was still calm and composed, as if she was not affected in the slightest. 

“No need, just read it out loud.” 

Lin Hanxing was very generous. 

Long qingru sneered and raised her chin slightly. 

After glancing in elder Long’s direction, the head of the paternity test center took it from the comrade 

from the confidential unit and tore the seal off in front of everyone. 

He took a deep breath and finally spoke. 

the match results show that there is no blood relationship between the two. 

Chapter 1717 

1717 The tanuki and the Crown Prince 

Buzzzzzz! 

There was actually an unexpected gain! 

The room, which had been silent because of the results of the appraisal, suddenly became as if water 

had been splashed into boiling oil. What exactly was going on? Why did it really not match? If that was 

the case, wouldn’t elder Long’s indulgence of Lin xiaojiu earlier on be a big joke? 

Even the most experienced and knowledgeable reporters were a little dizzy at this time. 

Long qingru stood up abruptly. She had been waiting for this moment! 

He turned around to look at Lin Hanxing, and his gaze swept past elder long and the others. 

“What else do you have to say?” 

His tone was overbearing. 

Elder Long’s expression was very dark. Even the wrinkles on her face seemed to contain coldness. The 

air pressure in the room dropped to the freezing point. 

Elder Zheng and elder Yue had just recovered from their shock. How could it not be a match? 

Everyone’s eyes were focused on Lin Hanxing’s face. 

He had to admit that this woman’s mental strength was really good. Even now, she could still smile at 

everyone in the room without changing her expression. She didn’t even feel the slightest fear of being 

exposed. 

“What do you want to hear?” 

Lin Hanxing said calmly. Even long qingru was stunned by his reaction, let alone the reporters. 
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What did she want to hear? 

Wasn’t the normal reaction of a normal person when encountering such a thing to try their best to 

defend themselves? Shouldn’t he at least show some panic on his face? Why was it so hard to see 

through this kind of calmness, as if he was talking about the weather today? 

“Grandfather, if I’m not your granddaughter, what would you do?” 

Lin Hanxing turned to look at elder long. 

Elder Yan seemed to want to say something, but when he met Lin Hanxing’s eyes, he chose to remain 

silent. 

“You’re my granddaughter. You’re my granddaughter before you entered this door, and you’re my 

granddaughter when you leave this door!” 

Elder Long’s voice was like a great Bell that was clearly transmitted into everyone’s ears. 

This was his attitude. 

Lin Hanxing’s fair fingers tapped on the table. No emotions could be seen in her expression or eyes, but 

it made people have an inexplicable urge to slow down their breathing in front of her. 

She smiled. 

Long qingru was angry when she saw Lin Hanxing’s face. 

However, before she could speak again, Lin Hanxing’s fingers suddenly stopped tapping on the table and 

the smile on his face disappeared. 

“Nianquan.” 

His voice was extremely cold. 

However, he was at a loss. Nianquan? Read what? 

The leader of the Assessment Center shuddered and subconsciously looked in Lin Hanxing’s direction 

again, as if he was afraid of something. 

“Long Xi ‘er and Pu Wei Shi are not related by blood!” 

The evaluation Center’s leader’s voice was dry, and cold sweat dripped down his forehead. 

What sin had he committed in his past life that he had to do such a thing? 

However, he had clearly persuaded elder long to leave first! 

With a boom, it was like a bolt of lightning on a clear day, and everyone was caught off guard. What? 

Didn’t they do the DNA test for elder long and Lin Hanxing today? Why did long Xi ‘er and PU Weishi 

suddenly come? 

No, long Xi ‘er and Pu Wei Shi were not related by blood? 

Long Xi ‘er wasn’t the biological daughter of PU Weishi and long qingru? 



This sudden change was even more shocking than the previous one. No one spoke, or rather, no one 

dared to speak, but they stood in place, completely unable to move. 

The ten media reporters who were called up to bear witness were trembling with excitement at this 

time. This was really the exclusive of the exclusive, and it was hard to exchange for even a thousand 

gold! 

Shang yanyong, like everyone else, after the initial shock, subconsciously looked in Lin Hanxing’s 

direction. His head was buzzing, and he couldn’t react for a long time. 

Has Mr. Shang heard of the story of a civet cat changing the Crown Prince? 

If the raccoon cat could change the Crown Prince, the Crown Prince would naturally change the raccoon 

cat ... 

The conversation he had with Lin Hanxing before the appraisal automatically popped up in his mind. 

His fingers moved slightly. 

Was this ... A fable? 

“You’re talking nonsense!” 

PU Weishi was the first to stand up, his eyes filled with viciousness. Out of the ten media outlets, two 

were live broadcast media outlets. Even if he asked the PU group to intervene immediately, it would be 

too late. 

Lin Hanxing leaned against the back of his chair and turned the ring on his finger. His eyes were cold. 

“Whether I’m talking nonsense or not, the person beside you knows best.” 

Lin Hanxing turned to look at long qingru, whose face was pale but still trying to keep calm, and a touch 

of regret appeared on his face. 

PU Weishi turned to look at long qingru. 

Fu ya also looked at long qingru, her eyes full of disbelief. 

On the other hand, elder long sighed and closed her eyes. 

... 

Fu ya even ran to the head of the identification Center and snatched the report. It was written in black 

and white that long Xi ‘er and the Pu Wei were not related by blood. 

This was different from what they had agreed on! 

Fu ya’s heart skipped a beat. She felt that she had fallen into Lin Hanxing’s trap. 

“I don’t understand what you’re saying.” 

Lin Hanxing chuckled in response to long qingru’s words. 



Her smile was very beautiful, and the moment her face moved, even the hair ornament by her ear 

swayed. It was so beautiful that it was dazzling. 

Lin Hanxing supported his chin with one hand and admired long qingru’s embarrassment. 

“Everyone said that your body was infertile because you gave birth to long Xi ‘er. However, no one knew 

that you were a Stone Girl who could not give birth. Oh, that’s not right. At least Grandpa knew about it 

because he was the one who asked someone to perform the surgery on you.” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was not loud, but it was loud enough for everyone to hear. 

No one interrupted. 

Because no one had recovered from the shock. 

... 

Stone Woman? 

Hearing this, Pu Wei suddenly looked in elder Long’s direction. 

All these years, he had always felt that something was amiss. Although elder Long’s attitude toward him 

was not warm, as long as he did not go overboard with his private actions, the intolerable elder long 

would turn a blind eye to it. 

This was clearly guilt! 

No wonder he felt something was wrong every time he slept with long Qing. It was because she didn’t 

feel anything at all! 

All of a sudden, PU Weishi’s guilt from having an affair with long qingru’s best friend and even giving 

birth to little Taotao had completely disappeared. 

She owed him this! 

“Lin xiaojiu!” 

Exposing his most unbearable secret to the public, was this Lin xiaojiu’s public punishment for him? 

However, how did she get Xi ‘er’s sample? And how had he obtained Wei Shi’s sample? And how did she 

get sent here without anyone knowing? Could it be that there was a mole by his side? 

“I’m here,” 

Lin Hanxing was still calm and composed, but long qingru hated her to the core. 

As they were talking, the door of the identification area was swiped open again. A staff member wearing 

a mask walked out quickly with another identification report in his hand and soon came to the side of 

the head of the identification Center. 

She passed the second test report to him. 

Why again? 



Chapter 1718 

1718 Betraying 

Everyone was in an uproar. 

Could this be the result of elder long and Lin Hanxing’s appraisal? 

The leader of the paternity testing center felt that he was extremely unlucky to have encountered such a 

thing. Could he have some time to catch his breath? 

Only God knew what had happened an hour and a half ago when his subordinate had collected the 

blood sample and returned to the identification room. He had never known that the staff of the 

confidential unit could reach so far! 

The head of the paternity testing center muttered in his heart and forgot to take the report. When he 

came back to his senses, he found Lin Hanxing’s cold eyes looking at him. He shivered and quickly took 

the second report. 

Almost at the same time, Lin Hanxing touched the inner side of the diamond bracelet. All the 

communication and live broadcast equipment in the room were disabled, causing a commotion among 

the media reporters. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll recover in a while.” 

Lin Hanxing said without turning his head. 

The commotion instantly stopped. 

Anyone with eyes could tell that Lin Hanxing had used a special method to prevent the information from 

being transmitted. This also indirectly confirmed that the next announcement was going to be a big 

piece of news that would make people continue to be speechless. 

“Let’s continue,” 

Lin Hanxing’s palm was facing up as he gestured to the head of the paternity testing center. The smile on 

his lips and the mole at the corner of his eye gave him a meaningful look. 

Continue? 

Continue what? 

And whose second report was this? 

The head of the identification Center cautiously looked in elder Long’s direction, but he quickly retracted 

his gaze. Perhaps it was because he knew that all the signals in the room had been cut off, so he felt a 

little more relaxed, but that was all. 

it’s like this. Apart from the previous test and elder Long’s and miss Lin’s test, miss Lin has also entrusted 

the comrades of the confidential unit to let us carry out another test, which is the one in my hands now. 

A total of three tests were carried out at the same time, and all of them were under the strict 

supervision of the confidential unit. No one would have the opportunity to tamper with the results. This 
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situation naturally made the leader of the identification Center, who had thought that it was just an 

ordinary test, alert at the first moment. 

He had been working in the identification Center for a long time and had seen all sorts of things in the 

human world. Naturally, he knew that something big was going to happen today. It was also because of 

this that he was worried about elder Long’s reputation. That was why he had reminded elder long as 

soon as he left. 

Unfortunately, there was no way to stop it. 

The evaluation Center’s leader’s words once again shocked everyone in the large conference room. 

There were three tests? 

The first test was for long Xi ‘er and Pu Wei. The other test was for elder long and Lin Hanxing. What was 

the content of the second test? 

Fu ya’s heart started to beat wildly. 

After the initial panic, she was now enveloped by an indescribable ecstasy. She knew better than anyone 

what the second test was about, and this was the opportunity she had been waiting for for a long time. 

It’s here! 

The leader of the paternity test center reached out and opened the report. 

In fact, he didn’t know who the report belonged to. He could only find out after he opened it, so he was 

as anxious as everyone else. 

Very quickly, the paper inside was revealed. 

The leader of the center first lowered his head and glanced at it. When he saw the black and white 

words on it, his eyes widened in shock. He subconsciously looked up in the direction of long qingru and 

Pu Wei. 

Chapter 1719 

1719 Betraying 1.0 

It was just a look, but it was already very dramatic and rushed. The reporters with strong professional 

sensitivity could smell the smell of blood in this look. 

It was ... Really exciting! 

“Miss Lin, this ...” 

The hands of the head of the paternity testing center were shaking. 

“Read.” 

Lin Hanxing was still spinning her ring, but his tone was already filled with impatience. His eyes fell on 

long qingru’s face, and a cold light flashed in his eyes. 

the results of this test show that the two people being tested are blood-related. 
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The leader of the Assessment Center only felt that every step he took at this time was like walking on 

the tip of a knife. Seeing blood was a small matter, but he was afraid that he would be settled later. 

“Name.” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was cold. 

“Fu ... Fu baitao and Pu Wei, there is a blood relationship between the two.” 

With his eyes closed, he repeated the name and the results that had already been imprinted in his mind 

with great difficulty. After saying the last word, the head of the identification Center felt relieved. He 

never wanted to do this again in his life! 

The moment she heard the name, long qingru felt as if she had been struck by lightning. She knew that 

Lin Hanxing was waiting to see her make a fool of herself, but she still turned her head to look at Fuya 

beside her in slow motion. 

Fu baitao! 

What a good fubai Tao! 

With a crisp slap, Fuya was slapped hard by long qingru. She staggered and fell to the ground. She 

covered her face with her hands and her ears were ringing. 

But it was this slap that brought the reporters back to their senses. 

Wasn’t fu baitao the illegitimate child of long qingru’s best friend, Fu ya, who was still unmarried? 

Before today, no one knew who the Father of this child was. The secret of the Father of Fuya’s son, one 

of the top ten unsolved mysteries of the capital, had been solved just like that? So ... 

The Father of Fuya’s son was her best friend’s husband, PU Weishi? 

It had been at least three or five years since they knew of the existence of this child. In other words, Fu 

ya had been together with Pu Wei without long qingru knowing! 

At the thought of this, the reporters looked at Fu ya with subtle expressions. 

To be able to give birth to a child and wait for an opportunity without asking for a status, how deep was 

his scheming mind? 

Look at how angry long qingru was! 

The leader of the Assessment Center heaved a sigh of relief. He had dodged to the side as soon as he 

finished reading the name so that he would not be affected by the storm. Fortunately, there was no 

knife here. Otherwise, long qingru’s expression would have made him bleed on the spot! 

“How dare you, Fuya?” 

Long qingru still couldn’t believe that Fu ya would betray her and hide it so deeply! 



Not to mention long qingru, even elder long and the others couldn’t come back to their senses. Fuya had 

brought the child to many events and even brought him to them in a very generous manner. Who would 

have thought that the child was the child of her and Pu Wei? 

Wasn’t his mental fortitude a little too good? 

Fu ya felt as if half of her face had been destroyed. She was in so much pain that she was trembling. 

But in his heart, he was extremely happy. 

She didn’t have to hide her little Taotao anymore. 

“Qingru ...” 

On the surface, Fuya looked pitiful. Her tears fell, which made people feel pity for her. Some reporters 

who were close to her reached out and tried to pull her up from the ground. 

“You still have the face to cry in front of me?” 

At this moment, long qingru was burning with anger, wishing she could tear the adulterous couple in 

front of her into pieces. 

“Pfft ...” 

Suddenly, a chuckle came from behind Lin Hanxing. 

Everyone turned to look at the source of the voice. 

Bai Xi’s eyes curved into crescents as he smiled. His already gorgeous face looked like it was decorated 

with light, so beautiful that it dazzled the eyes. 

“Does this count as a scammer being scammed by a scammer?” 

Seeing the group of reporters looking at her, Bai Xi’s soft words made everyone’s hearts itch. They were 

half a beat too slow to react to what she was saying, and some of the reporters couldn’t stop 

themselves and laughed along. 

Wasn’t it just like what she said, a liar was cheated by a liar? 

Her best friend had an affair with her husband behind her back and even gave birth to a child. Such a 

headline would break the record if it was thrown out and clicked on casually. Everyone was supposed to 

sympathize with long qingru after this incident, but combined with the previous test ... 

Not only did he not sympathize with her, but he also felt that it was karma. 

This was all there was to killing people and destroying their hearts! 

The reporter muttered in his heart, but when he saw Lin Hanxing from the corner of his eye, he 

shivered. 

Wasn’t her eyes too calm? 



It was as if everything was within her expectations, and she had a commanding aura. It made long 

qingru, who was not far away, look even more pitiful, as if long qingru was the only one left in the world 

fighting. 

The corner of Lin Hanxing’s mouth curved up slightly, and his eyes never left long qingru’s face, which 

had been deformed by anger. In long qingru’s eyes, it was more like a provocation. Suddenly, his blood 

boiled, and his anger burned. 

“I’m sorry, but little Taotao is innocent!” 

Fu ya didn’t get up. She remained kneeling on the ground and moved her knees to long qingru’s side. 

She had been prepared to face all the embarrassment after the truth was exposed, but all the 

embarrassment was not as important as her son’s future! 

“Get lost!” 

... 

Long qingru, who was still in a fit of anger, raised her foot and kicked Fuya’s chest. 

Fu ya’s entire body was thrown backward. She had been prepared for the pain, but Pu Wei was one step 

faster than her and protected Fu ya in his arms. 

“Are you done?” 

The man’s voice was cold and ruthless. 

Fu ya obediently buried her face in PU Weishi’s chest, the corners of her mouth slowly lifting. She finally 

understood why Lin Hanxing had revealed long Xi ‘er’s matter first. This was simply manipulating public 

opinion and completely dispersing the sympathy of others for long qingru. 

“Am I done? Pu Wei Shi, do you believe ......” 

Looking at Pu Wei with his arms around Fuya, long qingru felt like she was going to explode, especially 

when she thought of how every time she shared secrets with Fuya, this B * tch would share her husband 

at the same time ... 

“Long qingru!” 

PU Weishi suddenly raised his voice, like thunder. 

He knew long qingru very well, so he knew what she wanted to say. He immediately shouted at her, 

hoping that she would calm down. 

Before today, PU Weishi had felt complicated guilt towards long qingru because of little Taotao, but just 

now, that guilt completely disappeared. He even rejoiced that he still had little Taotao, who was his own 

blood! 

... 



After today, long qingru and the long family would no longer have any excuse to stop him from 

acknowledging little Taotao. They had lied to him for so many years, so shouldn’t they compensate him 

for that? 

“Do you really have to let others come and watch us?” 

Pu Wei held Fu ya in his arms, lowered his voice, and said through gritted teeth. 

Long qingru’s teeth were trembling with hatred, and she suddenly turned to Lin Hanxing! 

Chapter 1720 

1720 Betraying 2.0 

It was her! 

It was all Lin xiaojiu! 

Long qingru’s eyes were bloodshot, and the way she stared at Lin Hanxing was as scary as it could get. 

Even the reporters beside her were frightened, but when they looked at Lin Hanxing ... 

Lin Hanxing, who was holding her cheek with one hand, did not show any fear. Instead, when long 

qingru looked over, she even smiled as if she was on an outing. The people watching her felt cold sweat 

for her. 

To be honest, what happened today was a once-in-a-century miracle even in the city. When the 

reporters saw long qingru’s attitude, they thought that she was really confident about Lin Hanxing’s 

identity, but who would have thought ... 

How did things end up like this? 

Lin Hanxing was not affected at all from the beginning to the end, but long qingru’s face was almost 

trampled on by people. 

“If the results of the appraisal are not satisfactory, I hope that Ms. Long will know what it means to clean 

up the mess yourself.” 

Lin Hanxing said with a smile. 

The bystanders only felt that these words sounded very familiar, but after thinking carefully, wasn’t this 

what long qingru had said to Lin Hanxing when they were waiting for the blood to be drawn? After 

figuring this out, what did it mean by ‘times have changed’ and ‘the Wheel of Fortune has turned’. .. 

I believe everyone has their own thoughts. 

Lin xiaojiu, you’re doing this on purpose! 

Long qingru only felt anger burning in her head. She wished she could die with everyone in front of her 

on the spot. Thinking back to how determined she was when she first came to the Assessment Center, 

long qingru felt like she was a big joke. 

Especially when it came to the matter of inviting reporters, he had shot himself in the foot! 
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what are you saying, miss long? I don’t understand a single word. 

Lin Hanxing retracted his hand and leaned back in his chair. The mockery in his eyes was clearly reflected 

in long qingru’s eyes. 

“Don’t play dumb with me ...” 

you were the one who suggested the DNA test, the location was chosen by the confidential unit, and 

even the reporters were invited by you. From the beginning to the end, I followed Ms. Long’s wishes. 

How did it end up as me doing it on purpose? ” 

When he said this, Lin Hanxing’s expression was as innocent as could be, but in long qingru’s eyes, it was 

as hateful as could be. 

Had she been waiting for this moment from the very beginning? 

I’ve reminded you. As long as you don’t regret it, miss long. 

Lin Hanxing fiddled with the diamond bracelet on her wrist, and the tassels of her hair accessories 

swayed in her hair. To others, she was so beautiful that they could not bear to look away, but to long 

qingru, she was so hateful that she could not look away. 

She was very rule-abiding and clearly divided each and every task. 

Lin Hanxing had given long qingru a chance. If she had not tried to plot against him ... Lin Hanxing would 

not have been so kind as to give her a quick death. Unfortunately, long qingru did not give Lin Hanxing 

any other choice. 

With just a few words, he killed people invisibly. 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes swept over Fu ya, who was in PU Weishi’s arms, and the latter was also looking at 

her. 

Fuya knew better than anyone else that if she had exposed little Taotao’s matter at any other time, she 

would probably not be able to survive in the capital. However, with the foreshadowing that long Xi ‘er 

was not the biological daughter of Pu Wei, the focus of everyone’s attention would be blurred. 

If she tried harder ... 

Lin Hanxing clearly caught the flash of greed in Fu ya’s eyes, but his expression did not change. She had 

already done what she had promised Fu ya, and the deal had been completed. As for what would 

happen after that ... 

That would be her fortune. 

Lin xiaojiu was taking revenge on her! 

Long qingru’s whole body was shaking! 

 


